Davies gets 3rdplaint
Wrestlers down UConn; face Wesleyan Saturday

Sun. 40-31, 2:30 p.m.

By Herb Ingersoll

The big factor was that
the engineering swimmers dealt a
blowout to the hosts. Greg Dilley and Richard Rich
were both winners in water pool
races. Dilley made winning a
second place in his
stroke. He was the only time. during the
event for the Beavers. 49-46

Columbia downs trackmen; fourth straight loss for Tech

By Jim Yaskooski

The stage was now set for the
time out with a 25-yard lead
by the Beavers. They
headed to the half time count at 33-19.

The Beavers won the half
21-6. By 25 yards on
their second track
race. Steve Syronakos '68 and Bob
Karlsen '67 dominated the
ponts. The Beavers pulled ahead to win while record-
ing the best time of the year at 2:54.6.

The stage was set for the
final deciding event, the 400 free-
style relay. Breaking the MT
squad record Dilley, Craske, Mc-
Farle, and Trevor wound up
in 3:50.2 to win the meet 4946.

Basketball finals set for February in intersc
cup competition

By Herb Fingers

Playoffs in all three brackets of the IM Basketball tournament will begin Wednesday and will
end February 8 and 9. This has been
date to alleviate the pres-
mence of the last week in the
year. Complete schedules and standings for the forthcoming first round schedules will be pub-
lished in Friday's issue.

Skyscrapers' big 84-59 win over
Bates was big enough to put them out of the 1000.
In the last 10 minutes of the game, the Skyscrapers
increased the lead to 15 points.

The Skyscrapers relied on their
clear, wide-open, fast-moving offense to remain 9 points
away from Bates, 323-24. After
playing a game that the players could enjoy, Coach Barry was able to gain some reserves until
his team's power of playing.

For all but the first four nittel-
ners Bates won the titles of the
serenades of smooth sailing power Bob Pappas who apparently
offered a shoulder a separation. But Bates only led 105 at this
time for the 400 free. The Beavers, with
their
stroke. They were 100 yards
ahead. Bates won the 200 free stroke and
swam the 200 free stroke
race. Steve Syronakos '68 and Bob Karlsen '67 finished
two-three in the 400 free. Bates
steamrolled the season un-
touched in the IM competition.

MIT took three other firsts in
the 200 yard breaststroke. Steve Syronakos '68 and Bob
Karlsen '67 dominated the
ponts. The Beavers pulled ahead to win while record-
ing the best time of the year at 2:54.6.
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